
8.5 Locally listed buildings

8.5.1 Cornwall Council does not currently 
maintain a list of locally significant buildings 
(usually called the ‘Local List’) anywhere in the 
County, although government advice is that the 
preparation of such a list is a useful planning 
tool.  “Locally listed’ buildings are valued for their 
contribution to the local scene, or for their local 
historic associations, but are not considered to be 
of sufficient national importance to be eligible for 
statutory listing.  

8.5.2 Although locally listed buildings have no 
statutory significance, they can be a material 
consideration when determining planning 
applications.  Policies to protect them from 
inappropriate change can be included in the 
development plan or in supplementary planning 
guidance.

8.5.3 The Management Plan for the Chacewater 
Conservation Area therefore contains draft criteria 
for inclusion and a list of potential locally listed 
buildings that will be developed in consultation 
with the local community.  All of them are also 
considered to be ‘positive’, as defined below. 

8.6 Positive buildings

8.6.1 In addition to the Locally Listed buildings, 
a further number of unlisted buildings have 
been identified as being buildings of townscape 
merit.  Buildings identified as having ‘townscape 
merit’ will vary, but commonly they will be good 
examples of relatively unaltered historic buildings 
where their style, detailing and building materials 
provide the streetscape with interest and variety.  
Most importantly, they make a positive contribution 
to the special interest of the conservation area.  
Where a building has been heavily altered, 
and restoration would be impractical, they are 
excluded.  Examples for consideration include:

• Nos. 14-27 (consec.) Station Road
• Nos. 1-5 East Bridge
• Nos. 4-9 Chacewater Hill
• Chacewater Methodist Church

8.6.2 Government guidance in PPG15 ‘Planning 
and the historic environment’ advises that a 
general presumption exists in favour of retaining 
those buildings which make a positive contribution 
to the character or appearance of a conservation 
area (paragraph 4.27). The guidance note states 
that proposals to demolish such buildings should 
be assessed against the same broad criteria as 
proposals to demolish listed buildings.

8.6.3 The positive buildings are shown on the 
Townscape Appraisal Map at Appendix 2.

8.6.4 All of the unlisted family houses in the 
conservation area can also be made subject to 
additional planning control (called an Article 4 
Direction) which is discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 10 – Issues (Section 10.5 below) and in 
the Management Plan.

8.7 Building materials 

8.7.1 The historic buildings of Chacewater, 
including those currently outside the conservation 
area, provide varied examples of the use of local 
stone (elvan, granite and killas rubblestone) 
and slate (mostly from Delabole).  Elvan can be 
cut into ashlar blocks and was therefore used 
for higher status buildings, such as the church, 
school and Woodside.  Elsewhere, it was used 
more sparingly for quoins and dressings.  It was 
quarried at nearby Creegbrawse.  

8.7.2 Killas rubble, sometimes covered with lime 
render and painted, is common for the smaller 
cottages and houses.  It is a brownish colour 
and is usually laid as random rubble although it 
can be squared and coursed, typically with brick 
dressings for lintels, arched door heads and 
chimney stacks.  Much of the killas has been 
covered with stucco, render and or paint, but there 
are examples of over-enthusiastic ‘restoration’, 
where stonework has been exposed erroneously.  
Granite tended to be used from the middle of the 
19th century onwards for lintels, quoins and other 
edges.  Brick hardly appears at all as the main 
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building material, a notable exception being a 
prominent semi-detached pair of houses between 
The Square and the village car park. 

8.7.3 Slate from Delabole was generally used 
for roof covering, usually wet-laid in decreasing 
courses (a scantled roof).  However, many of 
the original slate roofs in Chacewater had been 
replaced with corrugated asbestos at the time of 
listing in the 1980s, and these have incrementally 
been replaced, though not always in natural slate.  
There are a few examples of slate hanging to 
walls, but this is not a common feature. 

8.7.4 Of note is the high quality joinery including 
the many historic shopfronts, some retaining their 
original small panes, and the early to mid-19th 
century sash windows.

8.8 Local details

The Church of Saint Paul was built in 1828 
but substantially rebuilt in 1892 along with a 
separately listed lychgate.  It has a restrained 
perpendicular design of elvan ashlar with killas 
and some stone dressings.  The pitched roof is of 
Delabole slate with a gable end to the east and 
adjoining the tower to the west.  The four stage 
embattled tower has a prominent octagonal stair 
turret attached and forms the entrance.  The 
lychgate is also built of elvan ashlar and killas 
rubble with a pitched Delabole slate roof and slate 
hung gable end, which is surmounted by a Latin 
cross on an octagonal finial.  

Chacewater House, which was formerly the 

Rectory, stands to the south-west of the 
churchyard at the southern limit of the proposed 
southern extension to the conservation area.  
It was built in c.1832 and was extended in 
the 1840s.  Two storeys high, it is built from 
rubblestone which has been faced in stucco, with 
a pitched dry Delabole slate roof.  The 1840s 
single room extension is in the Gothic style with 
rusticated stucco quoins.  

Chacewater Primary School was built in 
1848 as a National School, in the Tudor style 
then popular.  The principal elevation is built 
using elvan ashlar blocks with granite window 
surrounds and mullions.  The other elevations 
are killas rubblestone with freestone and 
granite dressings.  The steeply pitched roof is 
covered with the original Delabole slate.  It has 
a projecting central coped gable topped by a 
bellcote.  Although it was originally built with a 
symmetrical plan, the school was extended in 
1863 and a separate school house added in 
1878.  A large new addition was built onto the 
rear in 2005
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Woodside lies just outside the village centre at 
the western end of the High Street and is set back 
from the road, with a stable block, now converted 
into a house, adjoining the road to the north-west.  
Originally built as two houses in the mid-18th 
century it was remodelled in the late 18th century 
to form an imposing residence with a two storey 
elvan stone facade of five bays, with a rendered 
parapet above a moulded cornice.  The remaining 
elevations are of killas rubble.  At the time of listing 
it was noted that principal elevation to the north 
retained nine 16-pane hornless sash windows, 
including a high proportion of crown glass.  The 
pitched dry Delabole slate roof has exposed 
gables, with a hipped roof to the extension at the 
rear, which also bears some slate hanging.  The 
building is effectively hidden from the road to the 
north by a line of evergreen trees.

The majority of the listed buildings within the town 
centre are invariably of two storeys, using most 
commonly killas rubble stone construction with 
elvan or granite dressings, including cambered 
arched window heads with projecting key stones.  
Occasionally, render or higher status stucco is 
applied over timber framing, often with rusticated 
quoins.  Most of the listed buildings have hipped 
roofs where they are not otherwise joined to 
adjacent properties.  Where roofs of asbestos 
slate have been replaced with slates, these have 
included the use of ceramic imbrex tiles to cover 
the angles of the hipped roofs.  This provides an 
interesting contrast of colours when viewed as a 
roofscape, particularly from The Terrace. 

Modern windows in Falmouth Road
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Many of these buildings retain original timber 
sash windows, or have had them sympathetically 
restored.  However, nos.1-5 High Street (south 
side) provide an unfortunate example where 
nearly all the traditional timber windows have 
been replaced with modern uPVC units, despite 
their listing.  Nos.14-19 High Street (north side) 
are a better example, where the majority of the 
original 16-pane hornless sash windows have 
been retained.  These rows of planned housing 
still incorporate shop units emphasising the mixed 
commercial and residential function of the planned 
settlement. 

Some larger houses are located at The Square 
and, with the shop buildings on Fore Street, they 
provide an increased sense of scale appropriate 
to the village centre.  These include Nos.39 and 
40 Fore Street, a large mid 19th century building 
forming two semi-detached houses, faced in 
stucco with rusticated quoins and a hipped slate 
roof.  The architectural significance of this building 
is confirmed by the preservation of its large12-
pane sashes and the moulded cornice, supported 
on narrow pilasters and the carved consoles 
located above the two doorways onto Fore Street.  
This building has a higher status appearance that 
is unusual within the village.  

No.2 The Square also contributes to the sense 
of place in the village centre, largely as a result 
of its skewed orientation to the street and its 
decorative, centrally placed doorway, which adds 
scale and drama to the street frontage.  The 
exposed killas and elvan rubble frontage provides 
a dark, brooding colour in contrast to the stucco 
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Chapter 8

covered facades of the surrounding buildings and 
this helps to increase the sense of enclosure of 
this space.  The use of unpainted elvan ashlar 
and freestone on the pilasters, moulded impost, 
round-headed arch, architrave and cornice of the 
doorway, are all important.  The adjacent area 
of cobbled surfacing also makes an important 
contribution to the space. 

Listed shops, as well as former shops converted 
to housing, are focussed in Fore Street and The 
Square, with a smaller number further to the 
west in High Street.  They are all of two storeys 
with accommodation over and date to the early-
to-mid-19th century.  Many of the  buildings on 
Fore Street are of poor quality stone covered 
with render or stucco, and the shop fronts are 
made from painted timber with small panes 
predominating.  Particularly good examples 
include Portreath Bakery (No.5) and the Post 
Office (No.7).  These both have early 19th century 
double-fronted shops with 20-pane bow windows 
flanked by narrow pilasters.  At Portreath Bakery, 
an earlier door to the house has been replaced 
with an additional 12-pane window. Both 
buildings had only corrugated asbestos roofs 
when listed in the 1980s, which have since been 
replaced with slate.

Nos.9, 10 and 11 Fore Street provide an 
interesting terrace of small shop premises now 
converted to residential use.  The shop fronts are 
of varying proportions but use a very consistent 
style with moulded cornice hoods on console 
brackets to all of the ground floor openings.  The 
ground floor windows of Nos.9 and 10 have 

elliptical headed arched lights, which reflect their 
former role as shop windows.

Nos.33 and 34 Fore Street (now occupied by 
Happy Shopper Supermarket) retains two more 
mid-19th century shopfronts, each of which 
include a double shopfront of two bowed two-
light windows with elliptically arched lights and 
curved glass flanking overlights.  Narrow wooden 
pilasters frame the windows and support the 
original wooden fascia and carved consoles, 
which, in-turn, support a cornice.  The first floor 
has three four-pane sash windows with similar 
arched lights, pilasters, consoles and cornices 
to the ground floor.    Unfortunately, the glass of 
all but one of the ground floor shop windows has 
been replaced with wooden boarding and parts of 
the building, including the majority of the joinery, 
guttering and eaves box, have been painted an 
unattractive green.  Restoring the frontage of 
this building would have a significantly positive 
impact on the appearance of the conservation 
area.  Several other listed shops in the 
conservation area require some maintenance 
to improve their contribution to its appearance.  
The continuing trend of converting commercial 
properties to housing within the village is adding 
to the erosion of the character of these buildings. 

The Rambling Miner, High Street and the 
Britannia Hotel on Fore Street are both listed 
public houses.  Like many other buildings on 
Fore Street, The Britannia Hotel is a mid-19th 
century building of stucco over stonework 
with rusticated quoins.  The pitched roof is of 
scantled slate with wide eaves at the front.  The 

building has a long frontage to the street with a 
carriage entrance under the rightmost window.  It 
retains all of its six-paned horned sash windows 
with moulded wooden architraves.  The listing 
description includes the stone flagged pavement 
to the front.  The Rambling Miner has a more 
robust appearance as a result of its use of killas 
rubble and elvan stone detailing, which is used 
on many other buildings on the High Street.  It 
has a simple Doric porch with wooden columns 
set just slightly off centre in the three window 
frontage.  The flanking ground floor windows are 
tripartite bowed sashes, recessed with cement 
surrounds.  The original timber lintels to these 
have been replaced with concrete.  

Nos.33/34 Fore Street
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Chimney stacks generally low 
in brick or rendered with clay 
chimney pots

Traditional six-over-six 
timber sash windows set 
into the wall

Some roofs in Delabole slate, 
otherwise Welsh blue slate

Contrasting red 
clay ridges

Brick arch lintel with 
keystone. Some lintels of 
Elvan stone

Simple eaves with cast-iron 
gutters and down pipes

Walls built from killas stone

Simple panelled timber door

Granite doorstep

Elvan stone for quoins at 
corners and openings

Granite kerb 
to pavement

Shop front framed with 
pillasters and a cornice 
carried on console brackets
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Chapter 9 CHARACTER AREAS

9.1 Summary of character areas

The Chacewater Conservation Area can be 
divided into four Character Areas according to 
landscape, topography, historical development, 
layout, building type, and uses. These are:

• Character Area 1: High Street / Fore Street
• Character Area 2: South side
• Character Area 3: The east end
• Character Area 4:  Riverside

9.2 Character area 1:  High Street / Fore 
Street

This is the line of the 18th century turnpike road, 
which follows the bottom of the valley that 
branches westwards from that of the Carnon 
River.  While it is suggested that Chacewater has 
its origins slightly to the north of the turnpike, it is 
not surprising that the commercial core gravitated 
to the main road.  

The principal frontages were laid out almost 
rhythmically to provide continuous frontages, 
although densities decrease at either end.  To 
the west, Woodside is a large 18th century house 
set back in its own grounds and, to the east, the 
King’s Head has its own forecourt as does the 
former smithy opposite.

It was, perhaps, a sign of competition for space on 
the main road in 1832 that caused the Methodist 
Chapel to be built on Station Road behind the 
primary frontages.  Apart from this, most of the 
non-residential uses – shops, public houses, the 

smithy, the Literary Institute and the Freemasons’ 
Hall – were accommodated on High Street/Fore 
Street.  The architecture includes most of the 
village’s listed buildings and several particularly 
fine shopfronts.

There are only three modern buildings on the 
main road.  Those at East Bridge and opposite 
Woodside have been designed to have a 
consciously historical appearance.  Only No.1a 
High Street with its jettied upper floor and split-
pitched roofs could be considered in any sense 
intrusively modern.

The street has a strong sense of enclosure due 
to the largely consistent building line at the back 
edge of the pavements.  Accordingly, the hills to 
either side are not readily apparent and the main 
views are along the street.

Negative features/issues:

 
• Traffic volume and congestion, especially at 

peak times
• Vehicle speeds at off-peak times
• Poor enforcement of parking controls
• Lack of pedestrian crossing
• Unsympathetic alterations, particularly doors 

and windows
• Loss of shops
• Poor maintenance of buildings
• Building-at-risk: No.27 Fore Street/No.1 

Station Road
• Also evidence of Japanese Knot Weed

9.3 Character area 2:  South side

Falmouth Road services the backs of property 
on High Street and Fore Street before continuing 
down the river valley.  Opportunities have been 
taken for infill housing particularly on Jake’s Lane, 
which links back from Falmouth Road to The 
Square.

The Square itself maintains an urban feel as it 
narrows to a road between No.3 and the historic 
market building.  East Bridge is also an urban 
terrace that leads south from Fore Street past the 
Sluice, an open water source that once served the 
whole village.

No.5 East Bridge has a large garden fronting the 
path that loops back round further open space 
and across the river to the village car park.  The 
Square also opens out into the car park before 

No.1A High Street
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New building at The Yard, Fore Street

38 Fore Street

42/44 Fore Street

Plastic windows at 13 Fore Street

Bow fronted Post Office, Fore Street

2/3 High Street
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continuing south as Church Hill giving views of the 
modern Village Hall.  The car park is an informal 
space, screened to the east by mature trees.  It 
provides access to the modern health centre on its 
south side and accommodates Women’s Institute 
Nissen hut, public toilets and a telephone kiosk .

South of Falmouth Road are the open spaces of 
the bowling green and recreation ground donated 
to the village in 1925 by Lord Falmouth.  The site 
is bounded on the east by Church Hill and a fine 
row of Monterey Pine trees.  Beyond this is the 
National School built mid-way between the church 
and the village in 1847.  The school has recently 
been enhanced by a scheme of planting.  The 
land rises up School Hill giving widespread views 
across the village to the landscape beyond.

Negative features/issues:

• Poor condition of stone building on the north 
side of the car park;

• Car park capable of improvement;
• Too many signs in the car park;
• The Sluice often obscured by parked cars;
• Intrusiveness of recent development at 

Estrella, The Terrace;
• Potential to extend the area to include the 

Village Hall and St Paul’s Church.

9.4 Character area 3:  The east end

This is the continuation of Fore Street up 
Chacewater Hill.  Although most of the houses are 
in two terraces, there is a much lower density and 
grass verges give a feeling of transition from the 

village to the countryside.

For many, this is also the point of arrival with 
glimpses of the church tower on the opposite 
hillside and of the roofscape below.  It is also 
evident in these views how well treed the village 
has become.

All the buildings in this area are considered to 
make a positive contribution to the character of the 
conservation area.  Most significant are the former 
Primitive Methodist Chapel, now residential, and 
Roseland House, which commands the view along 
Fore Street.

Negative features/issues:

• Lack of any ‘welcome’ to Chacewater;
• Speed of vehicles on Chacewater Hill.

Chapter 9

Disused stone building

Approach from the south

Entrance to Primary 
School 3 The Square

Commerative plaque
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9.5 Character area 4:  Riverside

This area has three main parts: a jumble of 
properties behind the Fore Street frontage, 
open space to the east, and the terrace along 
Station Road to the west.  The unifying factor is 
the youthful River Carnon and the footpath that 
accompanies it.  

To the south, there are informal yards and garages 
and a few 19th century houses fronting Riverside 
and Station Road.  These are interspersed with 
recent houses built on the site of the brewery 
that closed in the mid-20th century.  The lack of 
cohesion is made up for by the lush planting of the 
Riverside.

Riverside crosses the river on a solid granite 
bridge and continues up the west side of the 
water.  The landscape opens out with two pairs of 
bungalows set back on the east side and a large 
unmaintained site beyond.  

To the west is the 14-house riverside terrace 
built in the early 19th century to house brewery 
workers.  With long gardens and some forward 
extensions, the fronts can be mistaken for backs.  
The real backs of the terrace face Station Road, 
which passes at a higher level.  Higher still are 
Greenbank and North Hill House, two large 
detached houses in grounds that accommodate 
specimen trees.

Negative features/issues:

• Need for a tree management strategy;
• Front extensions on Riverside Terrace;
• Potential issue of colour – one house in the 

terrace is bright blue; 
• Unkempt condition of land to the east of the 

river.

Estrella, The Terrace 17 Chacewater Hill

Entrance to village from the east

Roseland House provides an end stop to views 
along Fore Street

Terrace at 2-9 Chacewater Hill
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Leat next to the Methodist Church1 Riverside

5 Riverside Riverside Walk

14-27 Station Road

Stone footbridge
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Chapter 10 ISSUES 

10.1 Definition of Issues

The following ‘Issues’ have been identified by the 
local community as part of the public consultation 
exercise, including the two workshops, and by 
the consultants who prepared this document 
following extensive survey work.  They provide 
the basis for the Site Specific Actions in the 
Management Proposals.  These issues will be 
subject to regular review by the Council and new 
ones may be added in the future.

10.2 Conservation area boundary review

It was suggested that the boundary to the 
conservation area should be amended in several 
locations, such as St Paul’s Church and the 
churchyard.  These changes have already been 
suggested in the CISI report of 2002 and have
recently (March 2007) been re-assessed and the 
area resurveyed. These extensions have been 
agreed by Cornwall Council and are detailed in
the Chacewater Conservation Area Management 
Plan.

10.3 Education and information

Despite the District Council’s leaflet on the 
subject, people who live and work in Chacewater 
have voiced concerns that there is little 
information about the planning system as it 
affects conservation areas.  Guidance on best 
practice and traditional repair techniques would 
also be helpful, as would the provision of a 
Village Guide and more information about local 
facilities.  

There is a general feeling amongst residents 
that the District Council sometimes fails to meet 
its statutory duties in terms of the control of new 
development, particularly relating to applications 
affecting the Chacewater Conservation Area from 
outside the boundary.  Tight resources for staffing 
mean that planning applications are not dealt 
always with by specialist conservation officers, 
and an impression is given of planning staff and 
conservation staff not communicating effectively.  
There is also a sense that the Parish Council is 
not listened to and that the reasons for decisions 
taken contrary to parish advice are not explained.  

Active measures for promoting better 
understanding of Chacewater and its place 
in history would underpin the regeneration of 
the village by drawing in external interest and 
resources.  

10.4 Buildings-at-risk 

There are several buildings in the conservation 
area that would benefit from repairs or 
redecoration and at least one in urgent need of 
refurbishment.  More generally, however, the 
buildings are in reasonable condition and the 
greatest threat is from well intentioned property 
‘improvement’.

10.5 Alterations to buildings

It is clear that a considerable amount of property 
alteration takes place in Chacewater whether 
the local authority needs to know about it or 
not.  Indeed, the local feeling was that owners 

St Paul’s Churchyard

7 The Terrace
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should not be over-constrained and there was 
some resistance to the suggestion of an Article 
4 Direction.  However, it is also evident that well-
intentioned changes, especially to doors, windows 
and roofs, have begun to have a cumulative 
effect that is damaging to the character of the 
conservation area. 

10.6 New development

Recent buildings in High Street and Fore Street 
have been particularly self-effacing, but this has 
not always been the case.  The redevelopment 
of the brewery site, for instance is seen as a lost 
opportunity that owes little to the character of the 
conservation area.  The strongest local criticism, 
however, is reserved for the four town houses 
built on the Estrella site at the end of The Terrace.  
Although the site is outside the conservation area, 
the development dominates many views across 
the area in what many consider a damaging 
manner.

10.7 Uses/vitality

Chacewater is well-served by its shops and 
pubs, for a village of its size, but the number of 
former shops indicates a decline in the past that 
could continue.  Measures to support continuing 
business and promote the vitality of the village 
would contribute also to maintaining the character 
of the conservation area.
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8.5 Locally listed buildings

8.5.1 Cornwall Council does not currently 
maintain a list of locally significant buildings 
(usually called the ‘Local List’) anywhere in the 
County, although government advice is that the 
preparation of such a list is a useful planning 
tool.  “Locally listed’ buildings are valued for their 
contribution to the local scene, or for their local 
historic associations, but are not considered to be 
of sufficient national importance to be eligible for 
statutory listing.  

8.5.2 Although locally listed buildings have no 
statutory significance, they can be a material 
consideration when determining planning 
applications.  Policies to protect them from 
inappropriate change can be included in the 
development plan or in supplementary planning 
guidance.

8.5.3 The Management Plan for the Chacewater 
Conservation Area therefore contains draft criteria 
for inclusion and a list of potential locally listed 
buildings that will be developed in consultation 
with the local community.  All of them are also 
considered to be ‘positive’, as defined below. 

8.6 Positive buildings

8.6.1 In addition to the Locally Listed buildings, 
a further number of unlisted buildings have 
been identified as being buildings of townscape 
merit.  Buildings identified as having ‘townscape 
merit’ will vary, but commonly they will be good 
examples of relatively unaltered historic buildings 
where their style, detailing and building materials 
provide the streetscape with interest and variety.  
Most importantly, they make a positive contribution 
to the special interest of the conservation area.  
Where a building has been heavily altered, 
and restoration would be impractical, they are 
excluded.  Examples for consideration include:

• Nos. 14-27 (consec.) Station Road
• Nos. 1-5 East Bridge
• Nos. 4-9 Chacewater Hill
• Chacewater Methodist Church

8.6.2 Government guidance in PPG15 ‘Planning 
and the historic environment’ advises that a 
general presumption exists in favour of retaining 
those buildings which make a positive contribution 
to the character or appearance of a conservation 
area (paragraph 4.27). The guidance note states 
that proposals to demolish such buildings should 
be assessed against the same broad criteria as 
proposals to demolish listed buildings.

8.6.3 The positive buildings are shown on the 
Townscape Appraisal Map at Appendix 2.

8.6.4 All of the unlisted family houses in the 
conservation area can also be made subject to 
additional planning control (called an Article 4 
Direction) which is discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 10 – Issues (Section 10.5 below) and in 
the Management Plan.

8.7 Building materials 

8.7.1 The historic buildings of Chacewater, 
including those currently outside the conservation 
area, provide varied examples of the use of local 
stone (elvan, granite and killas rubblestone) 
and slate (mostly from Delabole).  Elvan can be 
cut into ashlar blocks and was therefore used 
for higher status buildings, such as the church, 
school and Woodside.  Elsewhere, it was used 
more sparingly for quoins and dressings.  It was 
quarried at nearby Creegbrawse.  

8.7.2 Killas rubble, sometimes covered with lime 
render and painted, is common for the smaller 
cottages and houses.  It is a brownish colour 
and is usually laid as random rubble although it 
can be squared and coursed, typically with brick 
dressings for lintels, arched door heads and 
chimney stacks.  Much of the killas has been 
covered with stucco, render and or paint, but there 
are examples of over-enthusiastic ‘restoration’, 
where stonework has been exposed erroneously.  
Granite tended to be used from the middle of the 
19th century onwards for lintels, quoins and other 
edges.  Brick hardly appears at all as the main 
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1 - 5 East Bridge
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building material, a notable exception being a 
prominent semi-detached pair of houses between 
The Square and the village car park. 

8.7.3 Slate from Delabole was generally used 
for roof covering, usually wet-laid in decreasing 
courses (a scantled roof).  However, many of 
the original slate roofs in Chacewater had been 
replaced with corrugated asbestos at the time of 
listing in the 1980s, and these have incrementally 
been replaced, though not always in natural slate.  
There are a few examples of slate hanging to 
walls, but this is not a common feature. 

8.7.4 Of note is the high quality joinery including 
the many historic shopfronts, some retaining their 
original small panes, and the early to mid-19th 
century sash windows.

8.8 Local details

The Church of Saint Paul was built in 1828 
but substantially rebuilt in 1892 along with a 
separately listed lychgate.  It has a restrained 
perpendicular design of elvan ashlar with killas 
and some stone dressings.  The pitched roof is of 
Delabole slate with a gable end to the east and 
adjoining the tower to the west.  The four stage 
embattled tower has a prominent octagonal stair 
turret attached and forms the entrance.  The 
lychgate is also built of elvan ashlar and killas 
rubble with a pitched Delabole slate roof and slate 
hung gable end, which is surmounted by a Latin 
cross on an octagonal finial.  

Chacewater House, which was formerly the 

Rectory, stands to the south-west of the 
churchyard at the southern limit of the proposed 
southern extension to the conservation area.  
It was built in c.1832 and was extended in 
the 1840s.  Two storeys high, it is built from 
rubblestone which has been faced in stucco, with 
a pitched dry Delabole slate roof.  The 1840s 
single room extension is in the Gothic style with 
rusticated stucco quoins.  

Chacewater Primary School was built in 
1848 as a National School, in the Tudor style 
then popular.  The principal elevation is built 
using elvan ashlar blocks with granite window 
surrounds and mullions.  The other elevations 
are killas rubblestone with freestone and 
granite dressings.  The steeply pitched roof is 
covered with the original Delabole slate.  It has 
a projecting central coped gable topped by a 
bellcote.  Although it was originally built with a 
symmetrical plan, the school was extended in 
1863 and a separate school house added in 
1878.  A large new addition was built onto the 
rear in 2005
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Woodside lies just outside the village centre at 
the western end of the High Street and is set back 
from the road, with a stable block, now converted 
into a house, adjoining the road to the north-west.  
Originally built as two houses in the mid-18th 
century it was remodelled in the late 18th century 
to form an imposing residence with a two storey 
elvan stone facade of five bays, with a rendered 
parapet above a moulded cornice.  The remaining 
elevations are of killas rubble.  At the time of listing 
it was noted that principal elevation to the north 
retained nine 16-pane hornless sash windows, 
including a high proportion of crown glass.  The 
pitched dry Delabole slate roof has exposed 
gables, with a hipped roof to the extension at the 
rear, which also bears some slate hanging.  The 
building is effectively hidden from the road to the 
north by a line of evergreen trees.

The majority of the listed buildings within the town 
centre are invariably of two storeys, using most 
commonly killas rubble stone construction with 
elvan or granite dressings, including cambered 
arched window heads with projecting key stones.  
Occasionally, render or higher status stucco is 
applied over timber framing, often with rusticated 
quoins.  Most of the listed buildings have hipped 
roofs where they are not otherwise joined to 
adjacent properties.  Where roofs of asbestos 
slate have been replaced with slates, these have 
included the use of ceramic imbrex tiles to cover 
the angles of the hipped roofs.  This provides an 
interesting contrast of colours when viewed as a 
roofscape, particularly from The Terrace. 

Modern windows in Falmouth Road
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Many of these buildings retain original timber 
sash windows, or have had them sympathetically 
restored.  However, nos.1-5 High Street (south 
side) provide an unfortunate example where 
nearly all the traditional timber windows have 
been replaced with modern uPVC units, despite 
their listing.  Nos.14-19 High Street (north side) 
are a better example, where the majority of the 
original 16-pane hornless sash windows have 
been retained.  These rows of planned housing 
still incorporate shop units emphasising the mixed 
commercial and residential function of the planned 
settlement. 

Some larger houses are located at The Square 
and, with the shop buildings on Fore Street, they 
provide an increased sense of scale appropriate 
to the village centre.  These include Nos.39 and 
40 Fore Street, a large mid 19th century building 
forming two semi-detached houses, faced in 
stucco with rusticated quoins and a hipped slate 
roof.  The architectural significance of this building 
is confirmed by the preservation of its large12-
pane sashes and the moulded cornice, supported 
on narrow pilasters and the carved consoles 
located above the two doorways onto Fore Street.  
This building has a higher status appearance that 
is unusual within the village.  

No.2 The Square also contributes to the sense 
of place in the village centre, largely as a result 
of its skewed orientation to the street and its 
decorative, centrally placed doorway, which adds 
scale and drama to the street frontage.  The 
exposed killas and elvan rubble frontage provides 
a dark, brooding colour in contrast to the stucco 
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Chapter 8

covered facades of the surrounding buildings and 
this helps to increase the sense of enclosure of 
this space.  The use of unpainted elvan ashlar 
and freestone on the pilasters, moulded impost, 
round-headed arch, architrave and cornice of the 
doorway, are all important.  The adjacent area 
of cobbled surfacing also makes an important 
contribution to the space. 

Listed shops, as well as former shops converted 
to housing, are focussed in Fore Street and The 
Square, with a smaller number further to the 
west in High Street.  They are all of two storeys 
with accommodation over and date to the early-
to-mid-19th century.  Many of the  buildings on 
Fore Street are of poor quality stone covered 
with render or stucco, and the shop fronts are 
made from painted timber with small panes 
predominating.  Particularly good examples 
include Portreath Bakery (No.5) and the Post 
Office (No.7).  These both have early 19th century 
double-fronted shops with 20-pane bow windows 
flanked by narrow pilasters.  At Portreath Bakery, 
an earlier door to the house has been replaced 
with an additional 12-pane window. Both 
buildings had only corrugated asbestos roofs 
when listed in the 1980s, which have since been 
replaced with slate.

Nos.9, 10 and 11 Fore Street provide an 
interesting terrace of small shop premises now 
converted to residential use.  The shop fronts are 
of varying proportions but use a very consistent 
style with moulded cornice hoods on console 
brackets to all of the ground floor openings.  The 
ground floor windows of Nos.9 and 10 have 

elliptical headed arched lights, which reflect their 
former role as shop windows.

Nos.33 and 34 Fore Street (now occupied by 
Happy Shopper Supermarket) retains two more 
mid-19th century shopfronts, each of which 
include a double shopfront of two bowed two-
light windows with elliptically arched lights and 
curved glass flanking overlights.  Narrow wooden 
pilasters frame the windows and support the 
original wooden fascia and carved consoles, 
which, in-turn, support a cornice.  The first floor 
has three four-pane sash windows with similar 
arched lights, pilasters, consoles and cornices 
to the ground floor.    Unfortunately, the glass of 
all but one of the ground floor shop windows has 
been replaced with wooden boarding and parts of 
the building, including the majority of the joinery, 
guttering and eaves box, have been painted an 
unattractive green.  Restoring the frontage of 
this building would have a significantly positive 
impact on the appearance of the conservation 
area.  Several other listed shops in the 
conservation area require some maintenance 
to improve their contribution to its appearance.  
The continuing trend of converting commercial 
properties to housing within the village is adding 
to the erosion of the character of these buildings. 

The Rambling Miner, High Street and the 
Britannia Hotel on Fore Street are both listed 
public houses.  Like many other buildings on 
Fore Street, The Britannia Hotel is a mid-19th 
century building of stucco over stonework 
with rusticated quoins.  The pitched roof is of 
scantled slate with wide eaves at the front.  The 

building has a long frontage to the street with a 
carriage entrance under the rightmost window.  It 
retains all of its six-paned horned sash windows 
with moulded wooden architraves.  The listing 
description includes the stone flagged pavement 
to the front.  The Rambling Miner has a more 
robust appearance as a result of its use of killas 
rubble and elvan stone detailing, which is used 
on many other buildings on the High Street.  It 
has a simple Doric porch with wooden columns 
set just slightly off centre in the three window 
frontage.  The flanking ground floor windows are 
tripartite bowed sashes, recessed with cement 
surrounds.  The original timber lintels to these 
have been replaced with concrete.  

Nos.33/34 Fore Street
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Chimney stacks generally low 
in brick or rendered with clay 
chimney pots

Traditional six-over-six 
timber sash windows set 
into the wall

Some roofs in Delabole slate, 
otherwise Welsh blue slate

Contrasting red 
clay ridges

Brick arch lintel with 
keystone. Some lintels of 
Elvan stone

Simple eaves with cast-iron 
gutters and down pipes

Walls built from killas stone

Simple panelled timber door

Granite doorstep

Elvan stone for quoins at 
corners and openings

Granite kerb 
to pavement

Shop front framed with 
pillasters and a cornice 
carried on console brackets
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Chapter 9 CHARACTER AREAS

9.1 Summary of character areas

The Chacewater Conservation Area can be 
divided into four Character Areas according to 
landscape, topography, historical development, 
layout, building type, and uses. These are:

• Character Area 1: High Street / Fore Street
• Character Area 2: South side
• Character Area 3: The east end
• Character Area 4:  Riverside

9.2 Character area 1:  High Street / Fore 
Street

This is the line of the 18th century turnpike road, 
which follows the bottom of the valley that 
branches westwards from that of the Carnon 
River.  While it is suggested that Chacewater has 
its origins slightly to the north of the turnpike, it is 
not surprising that the commercial core gravitated 
to the main road.  

The principal frontages were laid out almost 
rhythmically to provide continuous frontages, 
although densities decrease at either end.  To 
the west, Woodside is a large 18th century house 
set back in its own grounds and, to the east, the 
King’s Head has its own forecourt as does the 
former smithy opposite.

It was, perhaps, a sign of competition for space on 
the main road in 1832 that caused the Methodist 
Chapel to be built on Station Road behind the 
primary frontages.  Apart from this, most of the 
non-residential uses – shops, public houses, the 

smithy, the Literary Institute and the Freemasons’ 
Hall – were accommodated on High Street/Fore 
Street.  The architecture includes most of the 
village’s listed buildings and several particularly 
fine shopfronts.

There are only three modern buildings on the 
main road.  Those at East Bridge and opposite 
Woodside have been designed to have a 
consciously historical appearance.  Only No.1a 
High Street with its jettied upper floor and split-
pitched roofs could be considered in any sense 
intrusively modern.

The street has a strong sense of enclosure due 
to the largely consistent building line at the back 
edge of the pavements.  Accordingly, the hills to 
either side are not readily apparent and the main 
views are along the street.

Negative features/issues:

 
• Traffic volume and congestion, especially at 

peak times
• Vehicle speeds at off-peak times
• Poor enforcement of parking controls
• Lack of pedestrian crossing
• Unsympathetic alterations, particularly doors 

and windows
• Loss of shops
• Poor maintenance of buildings
• Building-at-risk: No.27 Fore Street/No.1 

Station Road
• Also evidence of Japanese Knot Weed

9.3 Character area 2:  South side

Falmouth Road services the backs of property 
on High Street and Fore Street before continuing 
down the river valley.  Opportunities have been 
taken for infill housing particularly on Jake’s Lane, 
which links back from Falmouth Road to The 
Square.

The Square itself maintains an urban feel as it 
narrows to a road between No.3 and the historic 
market building.  East Bridge is also an urban 
terrace that leads south from Fore Street past the 
Sluice, an open water source that once served the 
whole village.

No.5 East Bridge has a large garden fronting the 
path that loops back round further open space 
and across the river to the village car park.  The 
Square also opens out into the car park before 

No.1A High Street
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New building at The Yard, Fore Street

38 Fore Street

42/44 Fore Street

Plastic windows at 13 Fore Street

Bow fronted Post Office, Fore Street

2/3 High Street
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continuing south as Church Hill giving views of the 
modern Village Hall.  The car park is an informal 
space, screened to the east by mature trees.  It 
provides access to the modern health centre on its 
south side and accommodates Women’s Institute 
Nissen hut, public toilets and a telephone kiosk .

South of Falmouth Road are the open spaces of 
the bowling green and recreation ground donated 
to the village in 1925 by Lord Falmouth.  The site 
is bounded on the east by Church Hill and a fine 
row of Monterey Pine trees.  Beyond this is the 
National School built mid-way between the church 
and the village in 1847.  The school has recently 
been enhanced by a scheme of planting.  The 
land rises up School Hill giving widespread views 
across the village to the landscape beyond.

Negative features/issues:

• Poor condition of stone building on the north 
side of the car park;

• Car park capable of improvement;
• Too many signs in the car park;
• The Sluice often obscured by parked cars;
• Intrusiveness of recent development at 

Estrella, The Terrace;
• Potential to extend the area to include the 

Village Hall and St Paul’s Church.

9.4 Character area 3:  The east end

This is the continuation of Fore Street up 
Chacewater Hill.  Although most of the houses are 
in two terraces, there is a much lower density and 
grass verges give a feeling of transition from the 

village to the countryside.

For many, this is also the point of arrival with 
glimpses of the church tower on the opposite 
hillside and of the roofscape below.  It is also 
evident in these views how well treed the village 
has become.

All the buildings in this area are considered to 
make a positive contribution to the character of the 
conservation area.  Most significant are the former 
Primitive Methodist Chapel, now residential, and 
Roseland House, which commands the view along 
Fore Street.

Negative features/issues:

• Lack of any ‘welcome’ to Chacewater;
• Speed of vehicles on Chacewater Hill.

Chapter 9

Disused stone building

Approach from the south

Entrance to Primary 
School 3 The Square

Commerative plaque
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9.5 Character area 4:  Riverside

This area has three main parts: a jumble of 
properties behind the Fore Street frontage, 
open space to the east, and the terrace along 
Station Road to the west.  The unifying factor is 
the youthful River Carnon and the footpath that 
accompanies it.  

To the south, there are informal yards and garages 
and a few 19th century houses fronting Riverside 
and Station Road.  These are interspersed with 
recent houses built on the site of the brewery 
that closed in the mid-20th century.  The lack of 
cohesion is made up for by the lush planting of the 
Riverside.

Riverside crosses the river on a solid granite 
bridge and continues up the west side of the 
water.  The landscape opens out with two pairs of 
bungalows set back on the east side and a large 
unmaintained site beyond.  

To the west is the 14-house riverside terrace 
built in the early 19th century to house brewery 
workers.  With long gardens and some forward 
extensions, the fronts can be mistaken for backs.  
The real backs of the terrace face Station Road, 
which passes at a higher level.  Higher still are 
Greenbank and North Hill House, two large 
detached houses in grounds that accommodate 
specimen trees.

Negative features/issues:

• Need for a tree management strategy;
• Front extensions on Riverside Terrace;
• Potential issue of colour – one house in the 

terrace is bright blue; 
• Unkempt condition of land to the east of the 

river.

Estrella, The Terrace 17 Chacewater Hill

Entrance to village from the east

Roseland House provides an end stop to views 
along Fore Street

Terrace at 2-9 Chacewater Hill
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Leat next to the Methodist Church1 Riverside

5 Riverside Riverside Walk

14-27 Station Road

Stone footbridge
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Chapter 10 ISSUES 

10.1 Definition of Issues

The following ‘Issues’ have been identified by the 
local community as part of the public consultation 
exercise, including the two workshops, and by 
the consultants who prepared this document 
following extensive survey work.  They provide 
the basis for the Site Specific Actions in the 
Management Proposals.  These issues will be 
subject to regular review by the Council and new 
ones may be added in the future.

10.2 Conservation area boundary review

It was suggested that the boundary to the 
conservation area should be amended in several 
locations, such as St Paul’s Church and the 
churchyard.  These changes have already been 
suggested in the CISI report of 2002 and have
recently (March 2007) been re-assessed and the 
area resurveyed. These extensions have been 
agreed by Cornwall Council and are detailed in
the Chacewater Conservation Area Management 
Plan.

10.3 Education and information

Despite the District Council’s leaflet on the 
subject, people who live and work in Chacewater 
have voiced concerns that there is little 
information about the planning system as it 
affects conservation areas.  Guidance on best 
practice and traditional repair techniques would 
also be helpful, as would the provision of a 
Village Guide and more information about local 
facilities.  

There is a general feeling amongst residents 
that the District Council sometimes fails to meet 
its statutory duties in terms of the control of new 
development, particularly relating to applications 
affecting the Chacewater Conservation Area from 
outside the boundary.  Tight resources for staffing 
mean that planning applications are not dealt 
always with by specialist conservation officers, 
and an impression is given of planning staff and 
conservation staff not communicating effectively.  
There is also a sense that the Parish Council is 
not listened to and that the reasons for decisions 
taken contrary to parish advice are not explained.  

Active measures for promoting better 
understanding of Chacewater and its place 
in history would underpin the regeneration of 
the village by drawing in external interest and 
resources.  

10.4 Buildings-at-risk 

There are several buildings in the conservation 
area that would benefit from repairs or 
redecoration and at least one in urgent need of 
refurbishment.  More generally, however, the 
buildings are in reasonable condition and the 
greatest threat is from well intentioned property 
‘improvement’.

10.5 Alterations to buildings

It is clear that a considerable amount of property 
alteration takes place in Chacewater whether 
the local authority needs to know about it or 
not.  Indeed, the local feeling was that owners 

St Paul’s Churchyard

7 The Terrace
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should not be over-constrained and there was 
some resistance to the suggestion of an Article 
4 Direction.  However, it is also evident that well-
intentioned changes, especially to doors, windows 
and roofs, have begun to have a cumulative 
effect that is damaging to the character of the 
conservation area. 

10.6 New development

Recent buildings in High Street and Fore Street 
have been particularly self-effacing, but this has 
not always been the case.  The redevelopment 
of the brewery site, for instance is seen as a lost 
opportunity that owes little to the character of the 
conservation area.  The strongest local criticism, 
however, is reserved for the four town houses 
built on the Estrella site at the end of The Terrace.  
Although the site is outside the conservation area, 
the development dominates many views across 
the area in what many consider a damaging 
manner.

10.7 Uses/vitality

Chacewater is well-served by its shops and 
pubs, for a village of its size, but the number of 
former shops indicates a decline in the past that 
could continue.  Measures to support continuing 
business and promote the vitality of the village 
would contribute also to maintaining the character 
of the conservation area.
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Estrella, The Terrace Plastic windows at 1 High Street

Evidence of disrepair Un-characteristic colours can be a sensitive issuePotential for local listing
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